read_me.rtfNotes for using the Cobble Cam Analysis Tool in Matlabby Jon WarrickMarch 30, 2009These are some simple notes for using the m-files in Matlab.  For further information regarding the analysis, its errors, and how to take pictures, please see Warrick et al. (in press) and the references listed therein.HOW TO RUN THE M-FILES:A.  You must have basic proficiency in the Matlab working and programming environments, because files must be run and may need subtle changes for difference applications.  To inquire about Matlab, see:  [http://www.mathworks.com/].  NOTE: the use of MATLAB and the MATLAB trade name is for descriptive purposes and does not constitute endorsement by theU.S. Geological Survey or the U.S. Federal Government.B.  Download the following files from Jon Warrick's USGS webpage:AutoCorrS_Vert.mEyeballS_FINAL.mcrop_jpg2tif.mmeasure_mm2pix.mJAW_calibdata_150.txtypix_JAW.txtThese can be found at the 'Cobble Cam' link at:[http://walrus.wr.usgs.gov/staff/jwarrick/]C.  Place all of the files into a single folder from which all analyses will be run.  All images must be at least 150 pixels on each side.  To run smaller images, the variable "MaxOffset" in EyeballS_FINAL.m must be changed to be less than the smallest dimension of the photo.  Within this newly created folder, you will place additional folders containing digital photos and supporting files as necessary to run the Cobble Cam analyses.  Each of these additional folders should be used to run a 'batch' of photos.  D. For simple use of the tools, place another folder in the previous one that contains the m-files.  In this new folder place JPEG photographs to be analyzed by the Cobble Cam technique.  For first attempts at the technique, we advise using only a couple of images.   E.  Measure the Ground Scale of Each Image.  Each image of each batch should have a unique ground mm-to-pixel scale placed in a new file called 'mm_pix.txt.'  We have included a Matlab function (measure_mm2pix.m) to conduct these measurements and save this file.  However, you MUST have the Matlab Image Processing Toolbox to run this tool.  You may be able to get a trial copy of this toolbox directly from MathWorks.  Obviously, you must have a scale bar of some kind in the image to make the mm-to-pixel measurement.  Feel free, however, to make your ground scale measurements the best way you see fit.  The mm-to-pixel values must be saved in the alphanumeric order of the photographs to be evaluated in the batch, and the number of values in the 'mm_pix.txt.' file must match the number of images eventually analyzed.  Save this 'mm_pix.txt.' file in the folder with the JPEG photos.F.  Clip the Images and Save as TIF.  The images may have specific areas of interest or wet/dry spots, scale bars, etc. that should be included/excluded from the analysis.  We have included a Matlab clipping tool to do this on a complete folder of images ('crop_jpg2tif.m').  Again, you MUST have the Matlab Image Processing Toolbox to run this tool.  You may be able to get a trial copy of this toolbox directly from MathWorks.    Note that some of the details of this tool are in the header of the m-file.  You may also conduct clipping (or not clip at all) using other preferred techniques or programs.  G.  Run the Cobble Cam Analysis.  This is done by running 'EyeballS_FINAL.m' in Matlab and selecting the folder of images that you wish to analyze.  All .TIF files in the folder will be analyzed, and there must be both a mm_pix.txt file in the folder and the equivalent number of rows in this file as there are .TIF images.  Note that the 'bias_correct' variable has been set to 1.02, which is the value found for the Elwha beach sediments based on linear regressions between photos and autocorrelation results and actual field measurements and photo measurements.  For application to other sites this value should be changed based on similar linear regression statistics (or users may correct for systematic errors after autocorrelation analysis are completed, see [H] below).  Please see the Kachemak Bay, AK example in Section 4.7 of the Warrick et al. (in press) paper for further details.  Results are generated for both the vertical and horizontal analysis directions, and also an average (Av) of both results.  The fit of the calibration curves through the autocorrelation results of each photo is presented in the stdev and standard error (SE = stdev/mean) values.  Data are saved in a comma-delim'd file (.CSV), which can be easily loaded into a spreadsheet/analysis program of choice.  Feel free to modify this as necessary.H.  Evaluate the results for systematic bias and other errors.  There is potential for biases and errors in the analyses, but these are generally easy to correct for as shown in Warrick et al. (in press).  Users must compare the Cobble Cam autocorrelation results with counts on a grid with a select number of images. We note that Warrick et al (in press) and references therein detail how these counts can be conducted.  Note that this step will define the 'bias_correct" variable described in [G] above.  Users are welcome to correct for systematic errors with this variable or in post-processing steps as necessary.  Further, users are welcome to try other sediment metrics or develop their own calibration curves.  I.  Any suggestions or comments on these material are welcome.  Please contact, Jon Warrick at [jwarrick@usgs.gov] or at 831-427-4793.  REFERENCESWarrick, JA, DM Rubin, P Ruggiero, J Harney, AE Draut, D Buscombe,  IN PRESS, Cobble Cam: Grain-size measurements of sand to boulder from digital photographs and autocorrelation analyses.  Earth Surface Processes and Landforms.  
